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Extended Abstract 
One of the challenging aspects of any mobile multimedia application is the adaptation of multimedia documents so that 

their last can be displayed on multiple platforms (laptops, smartphones, tablets, etc.). Ontologies are increasingly used in 
several fields, particularly in knowledge representation and the Semantic Web. In the recent work, a semantic framework for 
multimedia document adaptation was proposed [1-2-3-4]. Ontologies make the heterogeneity problems of multimedia quality 
services easier, faster, and more automatic. The cause of the heterogeneity problems in the adapted multimedia document 
ontology is the constraints on the context and the user preferences. In the literature, many propositions of specific ontology 
for the adaptation of multimedia documents. The proposed ontologies have the great advantage of offering users a flexible 
infrastructure to easily govern the response time and the quality assembly of their applications at runtime.  

In the process, the construction of the global ontology adaptation of the multimedia document corresponds to the 
application of a succession of operations of change (add new mappings). This is a critical task because the new 
implementation of changes can make the global ontology incoherent. To handle these contradictions, the authors propose in 
this study using the ontology alignment process is a big challenge, especially in open environments like the semantic web. 
The approach consists of trees phases: abstracting the original content format to find the conflicts, followed by the semantic 
enrichment phase, which consists in adding or modifying the concepts and relations of the original document ontology, and 
the mapping phase. The enrichment phase is based on the analysis of the information developed by the ontologies to adapt 
the multimedia document, which consists in adding or modifying the concepts and relations of the original document 
ontology. Our intuition is that this information as well as the relations that can exist between them is used in semantic 
enrichment between the concepts. At the end of the enrichment phase, the ontology contains more semantic relations between 
its concepts that will be exploited in the third phase. The phase of mapping takes two enriched ontologies and calculates the 
similarity between the couples of concepts; we define new similarity calculation rules for the adapted multimedia document 
ontology. A process of filtering enables us to automatically reduce the number of false relations. The validation of the 
correspondences is a direct interactive process (with an expert) or indirect (by measuring the satisfaction level of the user). 
To evaluate users’ satisfaction levelmance of their proposal, an experimental study has been made on some real scenarios. 
When tested and compared with some existing approaches. 
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